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President’s
Message
By Jim Connor
Greetings, Team STAR!
Wow! What more can I say
about our STARCON20 – A Virtual
Experience? I hope you were
one of the lucky 169 attendees
to participate in our annual
conference. To those unable to make it, you must plan to be with us next year.
Despite our obvious challenges to gather during the time of COVID, we were able to
pull off a glitch-free virtual conference. For this, I must thank the STAR Headquarters
staff: Executive Director Sarah Nageotte; Meeting Planners Heather Wiedeman and
Amy Witt; and our STARCON20 Support Desk contact Emma Hyvonen. And to our
STARCON20 co-chairs, Christine Randall and Rosalie Kramm, a big THANK YOU for
the wonderful agenda and content.
Our keynote speaker, Doug Keeley, “The Story Teller,” delivered an insightful
look at how we all can cope with change, looking at a more positive way to handle
it moving forward AND staying mentally healthy in the process. There was definitely
something for everyone in this conference, as well as all the Stenograph Case CAT
training. Again, Wow!
Reflecting on this time of COVID, we do have many things for which we need to
express our thanks. Nancy Bistany took on the task of planning our spring STARtech
convention in Chicago only to have the rug pulled out at the last minute in the interest of
safety, not to mention with all of the mandates against large gatherings. Thank you, Nancy!
But your STAR Team did not sit on our laurels after that. Instead, we regrouped to
develop several webinars (still occurring into December) for us to attend and request
CEUs. Thank you to Marjorie Peters, Karen Tyler, and Sandy Narup for organizing
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these educational opportunities. We plan to continue these in 2021. Yay!
The makeup of your STAR Board has had some changes as we move towards
2021. Thank you to our outgoing board members who dealt with the struggles we
faced in 2020, the two biggies being the pandemic and the strengthening of our
ties/relationship with Stenograph. They were up to the challenge and kicked butt!
Those members leaving the STAR Board in 2020 are Jan Schmitt, Karen Tyler, Merilee
Johnson, Lisa Knight, and Donna Urlaub. Thank you for your service, ladies!!
And last, but certainly not least, a big thank-you to the new and continuing
members of the board for your willingness to assist in guiding the future of STAR. We
have an interesting and somewhat uncertain year ahead with the ongoing challenges
presented by the pandemic, but rest assured that we will persevere. We may stumble
along the way, but our goal is to keep STAR on stable ground by growing our ranks
where we all will benefit from our camaraderie, networking, and having the resources
to present fantastic educational content via webinars and conferences.
I hope you all have a wonderful upcoming holiday season. Hard to believe we are
nearing the end of another year already. Time flies when you’re having fun. Here’s to a
great 2021!!
To All: HAPPY THANKSGIVING! MERRY CHRISTMAS! HAPPY HANUKKAH!
HAPPY KWANZAA!
Be well and stay strong,
Jim

SOS2 Members Present at
STARCON20
By Marybeth Everhart
Friday, October 16, was a good day. A small
group of SOS2 members presented a panel
discussion for STARCON20, much the same
format as last year in Denver and Nashville. We
had close to 100 attendees, who asked many,
many questions.
Sandy Bunch VanderPol started us off with
a history of this SOS group, the reason for its
inception, and her vision for the future of the
group and the profession. For those of you
who are not familiar with the group, Sandy
explained that in the summer of 2018, during
a time of constant, heavy workload for Sandy
as a freelance realtime reporter, she posted to
the NCRA Firm Owners’ Listserv about having

a gathering after the NCRA Annual Business
Meeting to discuss solutions on the steno
reporter shortage. This post garnered great
interest and spawned the grassroots group now
referred to as “SOS,” Solutions on Shortage.
This is a group of reporters who create
a verbatim record. SOS is a solutions-based
group. At this time, SOS has “members” who
are national and local firm owners, freelance
court reporters, official court reporters, CART
and broadcast captioners, state leaders, CLVS
(Certified Legal Videographers), voice writers,
vendors, and digital reporters. SOS has a Google
Group (a listserv) where “members” are free to
post ideas, issues, and thoughts about solving
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the steno shortage. It is a safe place to express
those ideas, thoughts, and issues.
Next to present during our seminar was Janet
Harris, President of AAERT, who provided an
overview of the association, the growth in digital
reporting, and the upcoming changes in testing
and certifications.
Judy Lehman shared how the pandemic has
affected the court system and how Revolutionary
Text (RevoText) has been able to assist, using
both steno and voice writers. She also provided
an overview of RevoText’s growth over the past
six years.
Kelly Moranz, Program Director at Cuyahoga
Community College, talked about their new
digital reporting and transcription certificate
program, how they teach steno, voice, and
digital, and the growth of all three programs.
Good news: They have almost 200 students and
have not seen a decrease in steno enrollment
since adding either voice or digital!
Kim Neeson of Neesons Reporting shared
her experience since the pandemic began
and how her firm is utilizing remote reporting
to address the steno shortage and employ
reporters living in remote areas of Canada.
Terrie Campbell, Chief Executive Officer at
Esquire Deposition Solutions, discussed Esquire’s
use of remote reporting to cover their book,
and detailed the ongoing training of clients and
reporters to meet the needs of litigants. She
reported that the majority of their reporters
actually prefer remote reporting and hope to see
it continue.
	 If you were able to attend, please share your
thoughts! We would love to hear everyone’s
feedback so we can improve for next time.
A special thanks to Sandy Bunch VanderPol
for starting this group and continuing to provide
leadership, support, and inspiration to everyone
in this profession. If you wish to join the SOS
listserv, please email Sandy Bunch VanderPol at
realtimecsr@calweb.com.
In further defining the mission of the SOS
Group, Sandy has provided the SOS guiding

principles herein. SOS – Defining/Guiding
Principles:
1. We realize there is not a single answer to
solve the reporter shortage problem, and we
will applaud any solution-based approach
that meets the demands of the client/
consumer.
2. We recognize at the current time that in
order to best serve the client/consumer with
the quality and accuracy required, the best
approach is for the human component to be
integrally involved in capturing the spoken
word either by stenographic or voice writing
means.
3. We acknowledge
that there is
a reporting
shortage that
only will become
more acute until
much larger
numbers of
court reporters
emerge from
court reporting
schools.
4. We recognize that
the marketplace
will move forward
to solutions
without regard
to the method
of capturing the
record and/or
converting the
spoken word to
text.

This is a group of
reporters who create a
verbatim record. SOS
is a solutions-based
group. At this time,
SOS has “members”
who are national and
local firm owners,
freelance court
reporters, official court
reporters, CART and
broadcast captioners,
state leaders, CLVS
(Certified Legal
Videographers), voice
writers, vendors, and
digital reporters.

5. However well-intentioned, and for whatever
reasons, most court reporting schools have
been ineffective at producing a sufficient
number of court reporters.
6. We will devote our time and energy to find
solutions to meet our client/consumer needs.
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A Message from Stenograph
2020 has brought so many changes
to our routines and has forced us to
adapt in ways that we never imagined.
We have all become way too familiar
with virtual meetings and finding
new ways of doing the everyday.
STARCON20: A Virtual Experience
was no exception. Stenograph hosted
four virtual sessions, two focused on
reporters and two focused on firm
owners. We were so excited to share
news about our latest CATalyst and
writer product features and what new
products we have in the works. One of
the highlights of the conference was
the introduction of APEX. Stenograph
announced APEX earlier in the month,
but this was the first opportunity we
had to present this new solution and
answer questions.

With APEX, agencies will maximize
their bottom line through workflow
optimization, efficiency gains in order
management, scheduling, transcript
production, video synching, exhibit
linking, and billing, and will also be
able to take advantage of features
to enhance communication and
collaboration with reporters.
Case CATalyst will be updated,
allowing reporters to communicate
directly with agencies without leaving
their software. Within CATalyst,
there will be a direct connection
to APEX, allowing reporters to see
job notifications, start a job from
the calendar, perform editing and
production tasks, submit finished
files directly to the agency, and even
complete billing.

APEX
APEX was designed with agency
challenges in mind and will help
improve communication, reduce
operational costs, and manage
relationships. Supported by Artificial
Intelligence and Blockchain security,
APEX leverages state-of-the-art
technology to help agencies reduce
costs and increase profitability.

APEX helps Agencies increase
efficiency
APEX’s robust Artificial Intelligence
assists in scheduling and helping to
find the right reporter for the job.
APEX’s scheduling capabilities allow
an agency to search for reporters
while considering skills, rates, and
availability. AI will suggest reporters
that match specific criteria and then
learn from the selection to improve
recommendations over time.
APEX also has an intuitive, userfriendly agency dashboard that allows
the management of all stages of a job
from a single location. Everything an
agency needs is in one place, with no
need to manage multiple systems or
solutions.
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APEX integration helps Reporters
increase efficiency and manage
their day
CATalyst updates will improve
how reporters schedule their day.
Notifications for job proposals and any
changes to the job will be visible right
from CATalyst and flow into the job
calendar. Did the job details change?
No problem! Updates will flow from
APEX and send a notification directly
to CATalyst. Within CATalyst, reporters
can manage their communication
to agencies and even connect to
new agencies without ever leaving
CATalyst.
Names, case information, and
other relevant details can be imported
into the worksheet and flow directly
into the CATalyst transcript. No more
retyping information repeatedly.
APEX creates a powerful AgencyReporter Network
APEX allows reporters to
create profiles complete with skills,
services, rates, and travel
considerations. Through
the APEX network,
agencies can view these
profiles and find new reporters to
cover jobs that they may otherwise
have to turn away. It’s a win-win!
Additionally, when reporters
engage with APEX, they will be eligible
to join our loyalty program. Reporters
who create a profile or complete a job
through APEX will earn points that can
be saved or redeemed for a discount
on Stenograph writers, services,
contracts, or training. (Who doesn’t
like free stuff?)

APEX improves communication
between Reporters and Agencies
Within the APEX portal,
notifications are visible and immediate.
APEX and CATalyst are integrated,
allowing for a seamless flow of data
between the agency and reporter.
As changes occur on either end,
the worksheet and job details are
updated. Files are easily uploaded
through the APEX portal and stored
in a central repository for use by all
parties.
On behalf of the Stenograph
presenters, I would like to thank
everyone for attending our sessions
and asking such great questions.
We cannot wait until we can meet
in person once again! If you have
additional questions, please visit
stenograph.com or call (800) 323-4247.
If you are an agency and would like to
hear more about what APEX can do
for you, please contact Jeff Cobb at
JCobb@Stenograph.com.

Stenograph Presenters: Brian Clune,
CLVS - VP YesLaw; John Garnett Business Manager YesLaw; Jeff Cobb,
CCR, CLVS - Sr. Director of Enterprise
Sales; Chris Page - Director of Product
Management; Lucy Smith - Sr.
Software Product Manager; Richard
Mechelke - Sr. Product Manager; Ryan
Piper - Product Manager; Cindi Lynch
- Training Program Manager; Kelly
Sieracki - Loyalty Manager
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Going Virtual
By Linda Fifield, MBA | Doris O. Wong Associates, Inc.
We had a blast! “Going Virtual” at
STARCON20 with Karen Tyler and Kevin
Hunt was so much fun. Everyone has a
story about how their business shut down
in March 2020 due to COVID-19. It’s how
we all rallied our troops to survive it.
Whether you are a firm owner or an independent contractor, our challenges are the
same. How are we going to prepare ourselves to
conduct depositions virtually? In addition, how
are we going to persuade our clients to conduct
their depositions via Zoom?
In most instances, it is the court reporter who
had to become the virtual “expert.” That means
becoming well-versed in document handling,
Breakout Rooms, Chat, and Share Screen. We
all highly recommend that you upgrade your
free Zoom license to Pro. You can argue that
you would rather the law firm be the host, but
in doing so, you lose control of the proceeding.
Not only can you prohibit others from recording
the session, there are report features at the
conclusion of a deposition that could prove
invaluable as it keeps track of the documents
being shared, participants, etc. If you choose,
you can also record the session and save it
on your computer or in the cloud. It’s another
verification tool for you if you need it.
Document handling remains a big issue. It’s
the question asked most often by counsel. Some
law firms email their documents to all parties or
mail paper copies. Some court reporting firms
request that all digital documents be sent to
them so that they can pre-mark them 1-100.
Some attorneys prefer to handle the documents
themselves. Getting copies of the exhibits at the
conclusion of a deposition to digitally mark can
be a hassle. That’s why you should always suggest
that you get the documents ahead of time.
Our office hyperlinks the documents for

our clients so they can be easily shared in Chat.
We ask that they email their documents to us,
marked alphabetically with a brief document
description. This is because attorneys oftentimes
have multiple documents in preparation of their
case but might only use 10 of the 30 that they’ve
given to us. Plus, they might present the documents out of order. By naming the documents
A-Z, it doesn’t matter when they’re presented.
The reporter makes a note that A=Exhibit 1,
B=Exhibit 2, etc. Then when the transcript is
finished, we digitally mark the exhibits and send
them to the parties.
Speaking of documents, did you know that
you can annotate a file in Share Screen and save
it later as an exhibit? You can annotate a file
by adding arrows, adding text, circling items,
drawing lines, etc. This is particularly helpful
when diagramming an accident scene, for
example, or marking up documents for illustrative purposes.
Document labeling used to be so easy. You
go to a deposition and you stick a label on the
document. Now that everything is virtual, digitally marking a document is the new norm. Our
firm uses Legal Exhibit Stickers. Other choices
we’ve seen are Exhibitsticker or DoneBy5. I’m
sure there are other options out there. These are
all good choices. It is a worthwhile investment
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and will save you valuable time marking documents post-production.
As the Zoom “expert,” you may be called
to help with troubleshooting. If something goes
wrong, counsel usually asks the reporter for help.
Here are some examples:
• Audio feedback – Usually happens when
there are two people in the same room
hooked up to Zoom. Suggestion: Have participants click on the Up Arrow to the right of
the Mute button and select “Leave Computer
Audio.” Next, have one of the participants in
that room dial in using the number provided
on the Zoom invite and put the call on
speakerphone.
• Poor video – Staggered feed may be due to a
poor Internet connection. Think about using
a hotspot to boost the dedicated connection.
It might also be necessary to turn off the
video and attend via Audio only. If you can,
connect via an ethernet cable connecting the
computer directly to the modem.
• Poor audio – Use the conference call-in
feature and dial in manually using the phone
number provided on the Zoom invitation, or
have the client use an earphone from a smartphone that can be plugged into the laptop.
Here’s an example. The plug has three rings
(TRRJ jack) for Audio and Speech. Make
sure you have an earphone with a built-in
microphone.
• Co-host with the firm – Make sure that if the
reporter (co-host) gets kicked off that he/she
has the sign-on and password information to
get back into the session.
Reporters are always looking for tools to
make their life easier. Mike Miller shared a foot
pedal that he uses to mute/unmute himself on
Zoom. It’s called iKKEGOL USB. Karen Tyler uses
a CAT6 ribbon ethernet cable that she uses to
plug directly into her modem to bypass Wi-Fi.
The connection is more secure and she doesn’t
have to worry about dropping the connection.
Plus the ribbon cable is light and comes in
various lengths.

Audio is a big issue for many. One concern
was if you plug your earphones into your
laptop you can’t record the audio. That’s a
huge problem. For those of you with a limited
budget, try plugging your earphones into the
back of your writer. Make sure you also have the
microphone plugged in. It will amplify the audio
without affecting the audio connection on your
laptop. There are Zoom kits available through
Sound Professionals and Martel that can connect
computer-to-computer, computer-to-smart
device, computer-to-computer-to-writer, etc.
Everyone works differently, so there are many
solutions available. It’s just a matter of doing
your research to figure out what works best for
you. Sound Professionals and Martel will work
with you. They understand our industry and are a
great resource.
Scheduling Zoom sessions was another
issue. For those firms that have multiple conference rooms, like JW Hunt in Buffalo, Kevin
created an online calendar that counsel can
logon to to book rooms. It’s a great idea and he
feels he’s generated more business by having
conference rooms for counsel who need a “safe
environment” to conduct depositions. Like all
large firms, sanitation, air purifiers, plexiglass
dividers, thermometer, hand sanitizer, etc. are all
part of our new norm.
The biggest takeaway in working with Karen
and Kevin was, whether you like it or not, you are
viewed as the go-to virtual “expert.” We’ve been
in this pandemic for seven months now, and
the questions from clients, old and new, keep
coming. Some attorneys are more tech savvy
than others; some need a lot more guidance
than others. The learning curve is still on the
upswing. We find that most law firms’ support
staff are still working remotely, so they are not as
readily available as they once were to help. This
is your chance to demonstrate, once again, that
you are indispensible to your clients. You can
help them succeed with virtual depositions. With
the proper planning and preparation, going
virtual can be a positive experience for everyone.
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Tips for a Balanced Life in the
Time of COVID
By Kim Neeson, FAPR, RPR, CRR, CRC, CSR, RSA
In the “before times,” we worked at the office (or
someone’s office), sat in traffic, rushed to family
events, maybe tried to get some gym time in,
had our hair done, grocery shopped...the list
goes on and on. And suddenly, mid-March, we
all stood still, glued to our televisions, phones,
and computers wondering what this novel
coronavirus was and what it meant.
Fast forward to the fall of 2020, more than
seven months later, and we are all living very
different lives. We can’t freely go about as we
used to; we can’t party at bars, go to great
conferences in wonderful cities (oh, STAR, how

I wish we could have gone to San Diego!), and
most of us are working remotely from home.
The stresses we face during this time are
unprecedented, and we have no playbook, no
idea when this will all end, and what changes
will be wrought once the pandemic fades into
the distant memory. So, while we live through
these strange times, it is important to be
mindful of the unique challenges we face and
to find the silver linings and gifts COVID is
bringing to our lives.
Here is some of the wisdom our panel
shared at the STAR virtual conference.
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THE CHALLENGES
Let’s acknowledge some hard stuff about COVID.
Managing fear - Your own, your family’s,
the people who work with or for you. First,
recognizing and acknowledging your own fear
is step one. If you don’t manage your own fears,
how do you help others? Trying to be present
in the moment, taking each day as it comes,
the old expression of putting one foot in front
of the other kind of attitude -- these types of
mindfulness will help keep fear at the back of
your mind, and not in the forefront. Then model
that positivity with others, helping them look
for the bright spots and focusing less on the
negative.
Dealing with collective negativity - How do
you stop yourself or others from going down
that black hole of COVID doubt? Whether it’s
taking a break from media, putting your phone
down, changing the subject to something other
than the pandemic, watching for the signs
of negativity and putting the brakes on it is
something we have to constantly work on. One
suggestion is to create a positivity friend or
colleague, someone who will lift you up when
you’re feeling down, and vice versa.
Managing yourself and others remotely Our days have become well outside the typical
9-5, with clients and others expecting you to
work on their hours, since the office workday
has disappeared. So the lawyer who has young
children and works when the children go to bed,
or the co-worker who likes to get up early and
starts to send you text messages at 6 am, how
do you manage to keep your own boundaries
sacred? Are distractions interfering with your
work? Are you finding yourself getting lulled
into chunks of time just scrolling away? Are
you actually getting up and walking away from
your desk every once in a while? Our in-office
habits are not all transferrable to our working-

from-home (WFH) habits. I have often said
that we teach people how to treat us. Set your
boundaries and don’t get caught up in someone
else’s reality.
Tech fatigue - Remember when Zoom was fun?
Novel? When the Zoom martini hour was a blast?
Now you get another Zoom invite and want to
cringe. It is hard enough being a court reporter
under “normal” circumstances - now you have to
try to hear everything through the internet filter,
which can be really good or really bad. There
is no question but that being on a computer all
day, in front of a Zoom camera for much of it, is
mentally and physically exhausting in ways that
in-person meetings simply are not. What have
you done to deal with your own tech fatigue?
Have you set boundaries for how many meetings
you will do in a day or week? Do you get up and
go out for some fresh air and give yourself a
break? Remember, we used to have to physically
move from meeting to meeting and we had time
in between; create that space even at home.
When you need to lead, how do you manage?
Tips for your own success include modelling
your own mood and tone with others; being
vulnerable with your group - let them know that
you’re impacted, too, but show how you are
moving forward; and share information - people
want to know what’s going on, and by sharing
what’s going on in your organization, you can
alleviate the anxiety of your team who are
wondering, what’s next?
SILVER LININGS
Portion Control - Has time lost its meaning?
Do you find yourself in front of the computer
12+ hours a day? Consider limiting the amount
you spend doing any one thing so you don’t
“overload” and burn out.
Embrace Imperfection! The cat runs across
your computer screen when you’re in the middle
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of a Zoom call. You know what? Most people
find that funny and it lightens their day for a bit.
Have you got half an hour in between meetings?
Jump on your stationary bike or do a quick walk
outside. Not having a great hair day? Sit back
further from the camera. Make the most of the
things that would probably never happen in the
deposition room and smile at the benefits of
being home.
Take Care of You! Now is the time to discover
what you need. Without commuting, some of us
have gained hours back into our days. How are you
taking advantage of that new-found time? Maybe
it’s going for an early morning walk or doing a
virtual workout at lunch -- hey, you can even be
smelly and no one will ever know! With working
at home, even mundane tasks like laundry can be
done while you work, leaving more weekend time
to do things you would enjoy more.
Psychologically and emotionally, it is
important to acknowledge that some days will
be tougher than others, so be kind to yourself.
If you don’t look after you, you can’t look after
anyone else.
What’s Your Silver Lining?
For me, it was a chance to live at my country
home away from the city. One of the most
fascinating things I experienced was taking a
forest walk with my Great Dane every few days
through a forest trail we have near our home. I
couldn’t believe the changes in the forest every
time I walked through it, and I often thought:
How could I have never noticed this before?
The time to stop rushing from one place to the
next afforded me the chance to breathe a little
deeper, look around and notice what was right in
front of me all along.
Everything we go through in life has a bright
side. What’s been your COVID silver lining?
Kim Neeson, FAPR, RPR, CRR, CSR, CRC, RSA,
is living her best life in the Blue Mountains,
Ontario, Canada.
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Talk Steno to Me
The Little Things that Can
Make a Big Difference - Part 2
By Donna Urlaub
So, I’m hoping you’ve tried the “bridges” to short writing that I presented
in the last newsletter where I pointed out the two words inside of some
three-word phrases that have phrasing value. Just to refresh: TAT = at that
time, TA = at that.
NOIP = in my opinion, NOI = in my. Then you can add an RHPE (right
hand phrase ender) like NOIRNG = in my understanding, or simply enjoy
being able to write two words in one stroke, then add what comes next:
NOI/HOUS = in my house; NOI/KAR = in my car.
My latest find is based on the same principle: TOIJ = to my
knowledge, TOI = to my. This is another one that has lots of value: TOI/
HOUS, TOI/KAR, etc. For the word “toy,” add an asterisk TO*I.
I have been loving -FR for “her” (e.g., TOFR = to her) but realized I
need something for “them.” TO-FPL = to them; TPO-FPL = for them; TKFPL = did them; TPH-FPL = in them.
Another fun one I have discovered that is easy to incorporate is -DZ =
does. HOU-DZ = how does; KWR-DZ = why does; WHA-DZ = what does;
WR-DZ = where does; WHO-DZ = who does.; E-DZ = he does; SHE-DZ =
she does. (Of course, sheds SH*EDZ)
Another two RPHEs that I am finding to be of great use: -PBLG = that;
-LGTS = this. D-PBLG = did that; D-LGTS = did this; SOPBLG = so that;
SOLGTS = so this; K-PBLG = can that, K-LGTS = can this. I love writing
THA-PBLG = that that, in one stroke.
I have found the most wonderful way to make most words possessive
without writing the apostrophe or coming back with another stroke, but I
will save that for next time.
Again, I hope one or all of these resonate with you. I am still amazed
that, in my 51st year of reporting, I continue to stumble upon these onestroke phrases that have been hiding in plain sight all along.
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More Steno From Donna Urlaub
Useful One-Stroke Outlines for
Words Beginning with E
early = ERL		
earlier = YERL
easy = *EZ
easier = YERZ
easiest = YEFT
echo = KHO
edema = DAOEM
economy = KME
economic = KMEK
economist = KMIFT
edit = Y*IT
editor = YO*RT
editorial = YO*RL
educate = KED
educating = KEGD
education = KEGS
EEG = YAO*EG
EKG = K*EG
effect = FEKT
efficient = FIRBT
efficiently = FIRBL
effort = EFRT
either = AERT
elastic = LAFK
elbow = *EBL
elect = LEKT
election = LEKS
essential = SENGS
essentially = SAENGS
electronic = TRONG
element = L-MT
elevate = VAIT
elevator = VAIRT
eligible = JIBL
eligibility = JIBLT
engine = JIN

email = AOEM
emailing = AOEMG
embarrass = BRAF
embarrassing = BRAFG
embarrassed = BRAFD
embarrassment = BRAFMT
embolism = BLIFM
embolus = BLUS
emboli = BLAOI
embolize = BLAOIZ
emergency = M-J
emergency room = MAOM
emergency department = M-PT
EMG = *EMG
emphasis = M-FS
emphasize = M-FZ
emphysema = SFAOEM
employ = PLOI
employee = PLOE
employment = PLOIMT
empty = EFRPT
EMT = *EMT
enable = NAIBL or NEBL
unable = NUBL
enact = NAKT
enclosure = KLUR
encounter = NOURNT
encourage = NOURJ
encouragement = NOURMT
endorse = NOERS
endorsement = NOERMT
enforce = NOEFRS
enforcement = NOEFRMT
enemy = NAEM
energy = ERG
engage = NAIJ

engagement = NAIMT
engineer = SNAER
engineering = SNAERG
enjoy = JOI
Joy = JO*I
joy = GOI
enjoyment = JOIMT
ensure = NERB
insure = N-RB
enthusiastic = THU
enthusiasm = THUFM
entire = SPWAOIR
entirely = SPWAOIRL
entitle = SPWAOILT
entitled = SPWAOILD
entitlement = SPWAOIMT
entity = SPWIT
entrepreneur = TREP
entry = SPWRI
envelope = N-FL
environment = VAOIRMT
enzyme = ZAOIM
EPA = PA*E
epilepsy = SLEPS
equal = KWAL
equip = KWIP
equipment = KWIMT
equitable = KWIBL
equity = KWAET
erect = RAEKT
erection = RAEKS
error = ROER
erythema = THRAOEM
escalate = SKALT
escalation = SKALGS
escape = SKAIP

escort = SKORT
escrow = SKRO
esophagus = SOFGS
especially = EP
establish = STAEB
estate = STAET
estimate = STIMT
estimation = STIMGS
European = YAO*URN
evaluate = VAOUT
evaluation = VAOUGS
event = VAENT
evident = EFT
evidence = EVD
exact = KP-KT
exactly = KP-L
examine = KPexamination = KP-GS
exam = KPAM
excuse me = SKAOM
execute = SKAOUT
executive = SKIF
exercise = KPERZ
exercises = KPERSZ
exhibit = KPIBT
Exhibit = KPIB
experience = SPERNS
experiment = SPERMT
expert witness = SW-NS
expertise = SPRAETS
exquisite = SKWIFT
exterior = STAOR
extraordinary =
KPRAORD
endotracheal tube = *ET

Stay Connected!
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